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Abstract—The benchmarking of security tools is endeavored to determine which tools aremore suitable to detect system vulnerabilities or

intrusions. Theanalysis process is usually oversimplified by employing just a singlemetric out of the large set of those available. Accordingly,

the decisionmay be biased by not considering relevant information provided by neglectedmetrics. This article proposes a novel approach to

take into account several metrics, different scenarios, and the advice ofmultiple experts. The proposal relies on experts quantifying the

relative importance of each pair ofmetrics towards the requirements of a given scenario. Their judgments are aggregated using group

decisionmaking techniques, and pondered according to the familiarity of experts with themetrics and scenario, to compute a set of weights

accounting for the relative importance of eachmetric. Then, weight-basedmulti-criteria-decision-making techniques can be used to rank the

benchmarked tools. The usefulness of this approach is showed by analyzing two different sets of vulnerability and intrusion detection tools

from the perspective ofmultiple/singlemetrics and different scenarios.

Index Terms—Benchmark analysis, security tools, multiple-criteria decision making, decision support
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1 INTRODUCTION

SECURITY tools have a growing importance nowadays to
help developers in protecting their systems against secu-

rity threats [1]. The usefulness of these tools is manifold, as
they may be applied during development to recommend best
coding practices, during verification and validation phases to
disclose vulnerabilities, or after deployment to protect the sys-
tem against security attacks [1]. Their lack of expertise usually
leads development teams to trust the outputs of those tools,
but research and practice show that their effectiveness is not
always satisfactory [2], [3].

Benchmarking is the ‘go to’ techniquewhen it comes to the
assessment and comparison of tools according to some char-
acteristic [4]. Although benchmarks have been traditionally
used to compare the performance of systems [4], other bench-
mark approaches have also been proposed to evaluate differ-
ent types of properties such as dependability [5]. The key for
the success of a benchmark is its adoption by the community, and
therefore, it is imperative that proposed benchmarks meet a
set of properties and provide their users with useful insights.
For this, one of the most important points is the quality of the met-
rics used.

In benchmarks that followmeasurement-based approaches,
metrics are computed from measurements obtained during
the benchmark execution [4], [5]. Resulting values must be
understood in relative terms, and they are mostly useful for

comparison, improvement, and tuning. In addition to that,
metrics should meet a set of properties to be useful to bench-
mark users [6], [7]. A good metric should provide repeatable and
reproducible results, be consistent (i.e., should not be open to subjec-
tivity), be understandable by users, and be meaningful in the context
where it is being applied [7].

In recent years, several works (e.g., [2], [3], [8], [9], [10]),
and some of our previous publications [11], [12], have pro-
posed different approaches for assessing and comparing
security tools. These works characterize the effectiveness of
tools in terms of true positives and false positives, from
which general purpose metrics such as Precision, Recall, and
F-measure [13] are derived. In most cases, tools are simply
compared using one of these metrics. But, even when differ-
ent sets of metrics were taken into account, only one of
them was finally considered, while the remaining simply
acted as tie-breaker or were completely disregarded [14].
This simplification bias the conclusions by leaving out the infor-
mation potentially provided by ignored metrics.

Another transversal concern is that, although benchmarks
may consider multiple metrics, they usually rely on the same
set of metrics regardless the application scenario. Thus, since
the same set ofmetricsmay not be optimal for all the scenarios
in a given application domain, in addition to consideringmul-
tiple metrics, benchmarks should also consider the relative impor-
tance of eachmetric for each analysis scenario.

Finally, metrics’ relative importance within the context of each
scenario must be weighed up by domain experts. This applies even
when no experts are explicitly involved in the analysis of
benchmark results. In that case, benchmark users are implic-
itly adopting the role of experts when comparing and ranking
the considered alternatives.

Finally, the high complexity underlying the simultaneous
consideration of multiple metrics and goals makes this analy-
sis very prone to biased conclusions. The integration of several
experts’ judgements to weigh up the relative importance of metrics
within the context of each scenario, provides an interesting
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degree of diversity with a high potential tomitigate such bias.
To combine elicited opinions, simple aggregation methods
have often been used with the result that biases, inter-expert
dependencies, and other factors that might affect experts’
judgements are often ignored [15]. Although different alterna-
tives are available today, those based on the Analytic Hierar-
chy Process (AHP) have shown their usefulness in the
engineering domain, not only for capturing experts’ judge-
ments [16], but also for measuring the level of uncertainty
existing in final decision outcomes [17].

This paper addresses the aforementioned challenges by
proposing a new analysis approach suitable to weigh up the relative
importance of benchmark metrics in different scenario while taking
into consideration the opinion of experts. This approach is called
MABRES,which stands forMulti-criteria Analysis of Benchmark
Results using Expert Support. Compared with existing analysis
techniques, the key novelties of MABRES are three-fold. First,
it enables several experts to participate in the analysis process,
thus providing means to aggregate their individual judge-
ments. Second, it allows the simultaneous consideration of
multiple metrics, while enabling traceability from metrics to
scores and vice-versa. And third, it considers the influence of
application scenarios in the interpretation of metrics, thus
resulting in a context-aware analysis process.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 details
the context of this research. Section 3 presents MABRES and
Section 4 exemplifies its usefulness by benchmarking two dif-
ferent types of security tools. Section 5 discusses the potential
and limitations of this proposal. Finally, Section 6 presents
the main conclusions of this work.

2 RESEARCH CONTEXT

Benchmarks are standard tools that enable the evaluation and
comparison of systems or components according to specific
characteristics (e.g., performance, dependability, etc.) [4]. It is
well known that the particular application domain of a bench-
mark influences the definition of its components. Although
some benchmarks may include other components, the key
ones usually are: metrics, workload, procedure, and experimental
setup.

Above all, the usefulness of a benchmark is tied up with
the metrics used to portray the characteristics of the system,
and how they provide a useful insight according to the
goals of benchmark users. However, research and practice
show that currently used approaches to analyze security metrics
for computer benchmarks are not adequate [12]. Most bench-
marks use a single metric, which provides a limited view of
results, or a small set of metrics but analyzed in a disjoint
manner (e.g., TP and FP in [2], and TP and FN in [3]). This
raises the need for ways of combining metrics to provide an
aggregated view of the system’s characteristics.

The metrics to be considered, the scenarios where they
can be applied, and the need for a method to score alterna-
tive security tools attending to those metrics, are some of
the relevant issues addressed in this section.

2.1 Multiple Metrics for Benchmarking
Security Tools

Vulnerability and intrusion detection tools can be seen as
binary classifiers, as they classify parts of the target application

into two classes: vulnerable (positive) or non-vulnerable (neg-
ative). Severalmetrics are available to portray the effectiveness
of binary classifiers, like information retrieval systems and
machine learning algorithms [18]. Most of those metrics are
computed from rawmeasures reported in a confusion matrix,
which represents the possible outcomes for each classified
instance [19]. Such outcomes are specified in terms of the
amount of true positive, true negative, false positive, and false nega-
tivedetections obtained for each evaluated tool.

There is a wide variety of metrics that can be derived from
the aforementioned outcomes but, despite their distinct
denominations in different areas, many of themare in practice
synonyms. Attending to their precise meaning, our previous
research [14] proposed a list of 5 representative metrics that
characterizes security (vulnerability detection) tools for
benchmarking purposes. This list can be found in Table 1.
Recall determines the ratio of correctly reported positiveswith
respect to existing vulnerabilities, whereas Precision indicates
the proportion of reported positives that are correctly classi-
fied. F-measure is the harmonicmean betweenRecall and Preci-
sion. Informedness and Markedness were defined in [13] as a
way to measure the accuracy of a predictor (a tool in this con-
text) considering the chance of doing right predictions based
on the number of vulnerabilities. Informedness combines Recall
and Specificity to express how informed are the classifications
of a tool in comparison to chance, whereas Markedness com-
bines Precision andMiss rate to measure howmarked the clas-
sifications of a recommender are in comparison to chance.

An important issue identified in this previous research is
that, even though the suitability of selected metrics was veri-
fied after consultingwith experts in the field, just a singlemet-
ric was used for each considered scenario. Thus, although
experts declared different levels of familiarity with the use of
each proposed metric, and they had different preferences for

TABLE 1
Selected Metrics for Benchmarking Security Tools [14]

Note: TP, TN, FP, and FN stands for True Positives, True Negatives, False
Positives, and False Negatives, respectively.
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using those metrics in the considered scenarios, this informa-
tion was not taken into consideration to ponder the relative
importance provided to metrics. Our proposal will address
this issue.

2.2 Considering Analysis Scenarios

Although the usefulness of a benchmark is strongly condi-
tioned by the set of provided metrics, the relative importance
of such metrics may vary attending to the goals of each spe-
cific benchmark scenario [13]. For instance, when selecting
third party cores to be integrated into a hardware system [20],
these cores are usually analyzed from the four-fold perspec-
tive of their performance, silicon area, power consumption,
and robustness. Thus, a suitable core for a mobile systemwill
offer a good balance between performance and power con-
sumption, whereas an eligible core for an automotive system
must exhibit a good level of both robustness andperformance.
This example shows that considered benchmark scenarios are
key, not only for the selection of relevant metrics, but also for
the adequate analysis of suchmetrics.

This contribution considers an analysis scenario as an sce-
nario defining a set of requirements that conditions the
interpretation of benchmark metrics. This not only refers to
the set of selected metrics but also to their relative impor-
tance. Hence, benchmark rankings may vary from one

analysis scenario to another even when using the same set
of metrics and the judgement of the same set of experts. In
contrast, a context-less analysis of benchmark results is use-
less in most cases, except when considering only one metric
or having a clear winner for all selected metrics.

Among the few efforts deployed to face this problem in
the security domain, the work presented in [14] identified
four common benchmark scenarios for the use and analysis
of vulnerability detection tools. These scenarios are named
as i) Business-critical (BC), ii) Heightened-critical (HC), iii) Best
effort (BE), and iv) Minimum effort (ME). In the Business-criti-
cal scenario, the best security tools are those detecting the
highest number of vulnerabilities, while missing the lowest
possible number. In the Heightened-critical scenario, detect-
ing the highest number of vulnerabilities is also important,
but it cannot be done at any cost, so it is necessary to avoid
tools reporting too many false positives. Then, the Best effort
scenario focuses on tools providing a good balance between
high-level detection and false positives. Finally, in the Mini-
mum effort scenario, the goal is to look for tools reporting the
lowest number of false positives with a high confidence in
reported vulnerabilities. Further information on these sce-
narios, including examples of the types of systems included
in each one, is provided in Table 2.

Despite the utmost importance of considering the afore-
mentioned scenarios, the reader must understand that their
definition falls out of the scope of this publication. The con-
tribution of this paper focuses on to what extent and how
experts can take into consideration the specific require-
ments imposed by each scenario to establish, for each one,
the relative importance of considered metrics.

Before concluding this subsection, it is worth mentioning
that, even if several metrics for benchmarking vulnerability
detection tools were proposed in [14], only one of them was
considered for ranking purposes for each scenario, with a
second metric nominated as a tie-breaker (see Table 3). The
discussion here should not be directed towards the suitabil-
ity and relevance of the proposed metrics for the considered
scenarios but, again, towards the fact that final decisions are
based on just one single metric, thus neglecting the impor-
tance of other available (and representative) metrics.

2.3 Do We Really Need a New Analysis Approach?

The answer to the question may be no, we don’t if we accept
that i) security tools can be properly ranked and selected
with just a fraction of all available metrics, and ii) the advice
of experts is not relevant when analyzing such metrics.

However, accepting these assumptions attempts against
the principles of accuracy and confidence that must be
expected from any benchmark. As motivated so far, this is a
multi-criteria decision making problem (selection of the
best alternative using multiple and often conflicting criteria)

TABLE 2
Scenarios for the Use of Security Tools [14]

TABLE 3
Recommended Metrics for Each Scenario [14]

Scenario Main Metric Tiebreaker

Business-critical (BC) Recall Precision
Heightened-critical (HC) Informedness Recall
Best effort (BE) F-measure Recall
Minimum effort (ME) Markedness Precision
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that requires not only context-awareness (considering the
influence of application scenarios in the analysis process),
but also a non-negligible level of domain-expert support
(due to the technical characteristics and the level of critical-
ity of the targeted tools). To the best of our knowledge, no
analysis approach has been proposed so far to address all
these requirements when benchmarking security tools.

3 A MULTI-CRITERIA ANALYSIS APPROACH WITH

EXPERT SUPPORT

This section provides a high level overview of the proposed
Multi-criteria Analysis of Benchmark Results with Expert Sup-
port (MABRES) methodology and its constituent phases.

3.1 Approach Overview

According to the traditional benchmarking process depicted in
Fig. 1, benchmark targets (security tools, in our case) are instan-
tiated attending to an operational profile that includes, among
other things, a workload and an attack/vulnerability-load.
Measurements retrieved from experimentation are carefully
treated to deduce the finally reportedmetrics.However, bench-
marks seldom specify the analysis process, so it is left in the
benchmark users’ hands. In other words, benchmark users
assume the role of experts in the analysis of benchmarkmetrics.

MABRES aims at complementing that benchmarking
process by establishing a systematic procedure in the analy-
sis of benchmark results to ease its use, understanding, and
final explanation. At the same time, it also guarantees the
traceability from metrics to scores and vice-versa during the
whole analysis process.

The analysis approach supported by MABRES, detailed in
Fig. 1, runs just after the traditional benchmarking process. It
relies on the existence of i) a set of metrics that characterizes

each targeted security tool (multi-criteria component), and ii)
the specification of one or several benchmarking scenarios (con-
text-awareness component).1 MABRES also enables domain
experts (expert support component) to participate in the analy-
sis process. As previously pointed out, even when no expert is
explicitly involved in the analysis process, it is assumed that
the benchmarkuser implicitly becomes an expertwhen ranking
alternatives.

The proposed methodology, supported by MABRES,
works in three successive phases:

1) First, experts compare availablemetrics in pairs, attend-
ing to the analysis requirements imposed by considered
scenarios. This is the Expert Judgement phase, which
results in a pairwise comparison matrix per expert and
scenario. Each one of these matrices is automatically
processed to detect inconsistencies in comparisons. As
a result, inconsistent matrices can be reviewed or dis-
carded,whereas consistent ones are processed to obtain
a set of vectors capturing experts’ judgements.

2) The second phase, the so-called Judgements Aggregation
phase, establishes a consensus among all individual
judgements provided by experts. This consensus is
expressed as an automatically computed vector of
weights. They reflect the relative importance globally
provided by experts tometrics in each scenario.

3) The third phase, named the Scoring phase, relies on the
use of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) techni-
ques to compute a final score for each benchmarked
alternative. Any weight-based MCDM can be used for

Fig. 1. The MABRES approach: A multi-criteria analysis of benchmark results with expert support.

1. The terms benchmarking scenario, analysis scenario or simply scenario
will be indistinctly used from now on in this paper to refer to the set of
requirements conditioning the analysis of benchmark metrics.
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this purpose but, to keep things as simple as possible,
our recommendation is to follow the well-known and
widely used Weighted Sum Model method. With this
method, each metric is treated as a different selection
criterion and its influence in the final score is pondered
by its attributed weight according to the consensus
among experts.

The final result of these three phases is a single score that
must be subsequently interpreted following a pre-established
criterion, such as the-higher-the-better or the-lower-the-better.
This is how each evaluated alternative is integrated into the
final ranking.

3.2 Phase 1: Individual Expert Judgement

In this initial phase, experts judge the relative importance of
each pair of metrics, which should be highly conditioned by
the considered scenario. For example, let us consider twomet-
rics in the field of networking such as throughput (amount of
information transmitted per second) and integrity (percentage
of packets received without modifications). In a scenario
where users exchange large files with public data over a net-
work, throughputmight bemore important than integrity, since
information may be exchanged very fast and corrupted pack-
ets could be requested again. However, if userswere exchang-
ing small files containing private data, the integrity of the
packets would bemore important. Thus, experts need to have
a good insight of the specification of the scenario to make an

informed decision on to what extent some metrics are more
important than others.

Human subjectivity makes it difficult for a person to be
accurate when simultaneously comparing more than 2 ele-
ments. However, humans can easily and reliably compare
pairs. Indeed, it is well-known that pairwise comparison is
less error-prone than considering all metrics at the same
time, and it can be easily (re)checked in case of finding
inconsistencies among comparisons.

The pairwise comparison method enables experts to use
quantitative values to express qualitative decisions and thus
weigh the relative importance of metrics. It is part of the Ana-
lyticHierarchy Process (AHP) [21], a renowndecision-making
framework developed bymathematicians in the 80s and used
today in many different application domains, ranging from
business to engineering [22], [23], [24].

In practice, experts use a 1 to 9 scale, known as the Funda-
mental Scale of Absolute Numbers (see Table 4), to translate their
qualitative decisions into quantitative values. With the assis-
tance of this scale, experts compare metrics two-by-two and
their judgements are used to fill a pairwise comparison matrix
from which the requirements are calculated. The comparison
of nmetrics leads to the definition of a n� nmatrix, as shown
in Equation 1. Since the intensity of the importance of ametric
Mi with respect to anothermetricMj is represented by xij, the
opposite intensity is xji ¼ 1=xij, which makes the matrix
reciprocal. Hence, 8i; j 2 f1; . . . ; ng; xij � xji ¼ 1.

M1 M2 . . . Mn

M1

M2

. . .

Mn

1 x12 . . . x1n

x21 1 . . . x2n

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

xn1 xn2 . . . 1

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

(1)

Fig. 2 provides a concrete example of an actual pairwise
comparison matrix for metrics A, B and C. The expert

TABLE 4
The Fundamental Scale of Absolute Numbers

Definition Description Intensitya

Equal A and B are equally important 1
Moderate A is somewhat more important than B 3
Strong A is much more important than B 5
Very strong A is very much more important than B 7
Extreme A is absolutely more important than B 9

aIntensities of 2, 4, 6, and 8 can be used to express intermediate values. Very
close importance can be represented with 1.1–1.9.

Fig. 2. Capture and automatic processing of the individual judgements of an expert.
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considers that B is moderately more important than A, B is
very much more important than C, and A is much more
important than C. Since the matrix is reciprocal, it can be
filled with just these 3 comparisons.

Once available, this pairwise comparison matrix must be
processed to determine the weights that represent the rela-
tive importance assigned by the expert to each metric. There
are two main methods that can be used to compute this pri-
ority vector: the eigenvalue method [25] and the row geometric
mean (RGM) method [26]. The work done in [27], [28] shows
that the difference between their outputs is negligible. Since
the RGM method requires less computational power it is
the method proposed in this paper.

Equation 2 shows the procedure followed by the RGM
method to compute the priority vector. It consists of three
successive steps: i) compute the geometric mean for each
row of the pairwise comparison matrix, ii) sum up all com-
puted geometric means, and iii) divide each geometric
mean by the resulting sum. The result is a priority vector
w ¼ ðw1; . . . ; wnÞ containing n different weights (one per
metric) so that 8i 2 f1; . . . ; ng; wi � 0 and

Pn
j¼1 wj ¼ 1.

wi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiQn

j¼1 xij
1
n

q

Pn
k¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiQn
j¼1 xkj

1
n

q� �
:

(2)

This process is depicted in Fig. 2. The resulting prior-
ity vector should be understood as the expert declaring
that her relative preference for A, B, and C is 27.9, 64.9, and
7.2 percent, respectively.

The main problem with pairwise comparison matrices is
that humans are involved in their definition and, conse-
quently, they may contain inconsistencies due to (subjective)
interpretation. The consistency ratio (CR) is a statistically reli-
able estimate to quantify the consistency of the resulting prior-
ity vector [29]. As Fig. 2 shows, the CR is computed in three
successive steps. First the Principal Eigen Vector (PEV) is cal-
culated by multiplying the sum of the various columns of the
pairwise comparison matrix (1� n matrix) and the weights
contained in the priority vector (n� 1matrix). Then, a consis-
tency index (CI) is deduced attending to the PEV and the
number of metrics under study (n). Finally, the CR can be
obtained by normalizing the CI to the random consistency
index (RI) that is directly obtained from a table defined in [30].
A CR < 0:1 denotes that the intensities representing the rela-
tive importance between elements of thematrix are consistent.
Inconsistent matrices can be either rejected or reviewed until
they become consistent. Fig. 2 shows this process in action.
The finally computed value for CR is 0.056 , so the priority
vector is accepted.

The formal justification of this whole process falls
beyond our purpose, although interested readers may refer
to [30], [31] for further details. The important thing is that
this process is representative for the community, since it is
largely adopted by the academia and the industry [25], and
it can be fully automated, which eases its use.

3.3 Phase 2: Aggregation of Individual Judgements

At this point in the methodology, e experts have determined
the relative importance ofnmetrics considering the application

scenario for the target security tools, thus providing a set of e
judgements (one per expert).

The aggregation of individual judgements can be carried
out in multiple ways using, for instance, consensus decision-
making methods or voting theories. Nevertheless, it must be
clear that we are not looking for a winner or loser expert. The
goal of this proposal is to reach an agreement that accounts
for the individual contributions of all experts. This does not
mean that all the judgements should be treated equally. As
mentioned in Section 2, the relevance of each judgement
should take into account the familiarity of each expert with
consideredmetrics and/or analysis scenarios.

There are two main methods that have proven to be use-
ful in group decision making when decisions are expressed
as priority vectors: the aggregation of individual judgements
(AIJ) and the aggregation of individual priorities (AIP) [32].
Despite their differences, both methods lead to the same set
of group priorities, i.e., the same consensus, when the prior-
ity vector is computed using the RGM method [33], [34] (as
proposed in Section 3.2).

According to this, the AIJ method seems to fit best
MABRES, as it promotes a judgement aggregation approach
that reuses existing pairwise comparison matrices to produce
a new one called the group comparison matrix (GCM). Every ele-
ment of aGCM is the result of computing theweighted geometric
mean (WGM) of the elements located at the very same position
in all the pairwise comparison matrices provided by experts.
The requiredweights must be obtained attending to the famil-
iarity of each expert with eachmetric and analysis scenario.

This proposal involves directly asking experts about their
familiarity and then recursively aggregating the provided
answers using the RGM, as shown in Fig. 3. First, the famil-
iarity reported by experts is managed separately to obtain a
weight for metrics and another for the scenario. Then, these
two weights are aggregated together again using the RGM.
The obtained aggregated weights reflect the relative impor-
tance of experts’ judgements to contribute to the GCM, and
they are denoted by v ¼ fv1; . . . ;veg, where 8i 2
f1; . . . ; eg;vi � 0 and

Pe
i¼1 vi ¼ 1.

Using these weights, the GCM can be computed by Equa-
tion 3. Here, xk

ij denotes the value in the position ði; jÞ of the
pairwise comparison matrix defined by an expert ek. So,
each value (xG

ij) of the GCM is obtained after applying the
WGM to the element xij of all pairwise comparison matrices
defined by all experts. Fig. 3 depicts a simple example,
where the GCM is calculated from the pairwise comparison
matrices of two experts and their relative familiarity to the
metrics and the considered scenario.

xG
ij ¼

Ye
k¼1

xk
ij

� �vk

: (3)

The group comparison matrix is, in essence, a pairwise
comparison matrix. So, the RGM can be applied to deduce
the associated priority vector (see Fig. 3). If the GCM is con-
sistent, then the resulting priority vector, let us call it the
consensus priority vector, can be accepted.

The advantage of this proposal is that it scales up with
the number of considered metrics, scenarios, and experts,
and at the same time it let us adjust experts’ judgements
according to their level of expertise.
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3.4 Phase 3: Scoring

The inputs to this phase are the computed consensus priority
vector and the set of values obtained by each alternative
under evaluation for the n considered metrics. The result is
the final score that will be later interpreted to rank all bench-
mark targets.

This phase may be the most controversial in the whole
approach, since one of the most challenging issues when
aggregating metrics is to properly capture in a single score
information of the benchmark target [35]. The goal is not
only to compute a single score, but rather to use the most
simple, easy to use, and understandable method. At the
same time, this process must be traceable to clearly identify
how metrics are transformed into scores and what is the
precise contribution of each metric. These are mandatory
requirements to keep the analysis sound and representative
to the community of potential benchmark users.

Although there exist several methodologies to cope with
these requirements, they all present some drawbacks. For
instance, the mathematical addition cannot be directly
applied to all metrics, central tendency methods often hide
underlying distributions, wealth inequality and distribution
fitting techniques are hard to interpret and their results are
usually difficult to trace back to the original metrics, and
custom formulae are hard to validate [36]. We propose to
score benchmarked alternatives using the Weighted Sum
Model attending to the following features:

� First, it is the best known and simplest multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) method for comparing
and ranking a number of alternatives in terms of a
complex set of criteria (metrics and their relative
importance).

� Second, it adapts well to the considered metrics (see
Table 1) since i) they are expressed in the same units,
and ii) they are interpreted following the same

benefit criteria, i.e., the-higher-the-better. It is worth
mentioning that the values for all metrics range
between 0 and 1, except for Informedness and Marked-
ness that range between �1 and 1. This problem can
be easily solved by rescaling these two metrics
between 0 and 1 by adding 1 and dividing by 2.

� Third, scores can be directly carried out using the set
of inputs already available at this phase.

� Fourth, these scores are very easy to interpret and
also follow a benefit criteria.

� And last, but not least, benchmark users have been
using it for years, so it is meaningful for everyone in
the benchmarking domain.

The mathematical notation of the scoring process for an
alternative Ai in an scenario Sx is shown in Equation 4.
Here, wck denotes the priority calculated in the consensus
priority vector for the kth metric, and mk refers to the value
that alternative Ai has obtained in the kth metric.

ScoreðAi; SxÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1

ðmk � wckÞ: (4)

By following this process, one score is finally attributed
to each alternative in each scenario. Accordingly, they can
be used to rank the evaluated alternatives for each scenario
to support the decision making process.

4 CASE STUDIES

This section illustrates how the proposed analysis approach
can be applied to two different sets of security tools. The first
set consists of 10 vulnerability detection tools, labelled from
VDT01 to VDT10 in Table 5. Results obtained after bench-
marking these tools are fairly homogeneous, as the same 5
tools consistently get the best scores for each consideredmet-
ric with a large difference with respect to their competitors.
The second set consists of 11 intrusion detection system

Fig. 3. Weighting the individual judgments of experts.
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(IDS) tools for SQL injection attacks in web applications,
labelled from IDT01 to IDT11 in Table 6. Results from bench-
marking IDS tools present a higher variability of best and
worst option depending on the consideredmetric. Interested
readers can find further details about the considered vulner-
ability detection tools in [12] and about the IDS tools in the
references included in Table 6.

As already mentioned in Section 2, MABRES can con-
sider any metrics and scenarios, but their definition falls out
of the scope of this contribution. MABRES focuses on reach-
ing a consensus among experts on how to aggregate consid-
ered metrics to obtain a score that quantifies the goodness
of security tools for a given scenario. This is why MABRES
will analyze both case studies through a set of state-of-the-art
metrics (see Table 1) and analysis scenarios (see Table 2)
that have been already discussed by the community and
published in related conferences and journals.

Finally, remember that Informedness and Markedness are
rescaled to make them compatible with the rest of metrics
during the scoring phase, as explained in Section 3.4.

4.1 Capturing Experts’ Priorities

A total of 34 researchers with previous work and publications
related to the use of metrics derived from binary classifiers

(like the one from theUniversity of BritishColumbia), security
(like the one from theUniversity ofMaryland), and/or bench-
marking (like those from the University of Florence), were
asked to participate in this case study as experts in the
domain. This approach was inspired by [43], where experts
were selected among professionals with expertise in one, but
not necessarily in all, the dimensions of the problem under
study to reduce the intrinsic uncertainty existing in multi-
criteria decisionmaking problems.

The breakdown of experts into their country and affilia-
tion is listed in Table 7. As they were selected among our
main contacts in the domain, they are primarily located in
Europe (79 percent), North America (12 percent) and Latin
America (9 percent). Although the selection of experts may
seem to be biased, this is not a great concern for this case
study. Our main goal is to show the usefulness and feasibil-
ity of the proposed approach to obtain a score that quanti-
fies the goodness of security tools for a given scenario by
integrating the expertise of a set of experts and the informa-
tion provided by a whole set of metrics, rather than provid-
ing a conclusive formula for computing that score. This is
not a great concern in our case, as the judgement of new
experts can be seamlessly integrated into the resulting con-
sensus priority vector as soon as they are available.

As defined in Section 3.2, experts must compare all metrics
in pairs to determine their relative importance for each given
scenario. As 5 different metrics are considered in this case
study (Precision, Recall, F-measure, Informedness, Markedness), a
total of 10 comparisons must be carried out for each of the 4
considered scenarios (Business-critical, Heightened-critical, Best
effort,Minimum effort), for a total of 40 comparisons.

To reduce the burden of fulfilling this task, an online ques-
tionnaire2 was prepared to support experts in performing
their work. It must be noted that this is not an ad-hoc ques-
tionnaire that should be statistically processed to extract infor-
mation from experts’ answers, but a tool that guides and

TABLE 5
Benchmarked Vulnerability Detection Tools

aResults are reported in terms of lines.
bResults are reported in terms of tested inputs.

TABLE 6
Benchmarked IDS Tools

aACD stands for Anomalous Character Distribution, a tool with a configurable
threshold defining the minimum deviation from the legitimate profile distribu-
tion to be considered malicious. ACD30, for instance, indicates an instantia-
tion of the tool with a threshold of 30.

TABLE 7
Invited Experts by Country and Affiliation

2. Available at https://goo.gl/forms/EEmkUmLIj20nMJS33
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simplifies the work of completing the required pairwise com-
parisons. Two questions, as depicted in Fig. 4, were defined
for each pairwise comparison: i) which is the preferred metric
between the two presented, and ii) which is the intensity of
this preference (following the scale presented in Table 4). The
example displayed in Fig. 4 shows that the expert rates Recall
as much more important than Markedness for a given scenario.
In such a way, all the required information can be easily col-
lected and processed.

As Table 7 shows, 21 out of 34 (62 percent) researchers
accepted our invitation to collaborate in this work and com-
pleted the online questionnaire. The Consistency Ratio (CR)
of resulting comparisons matrices was computed to deter-
mine whether provided answers were consistent, and could
be used in this case study, or they should be rejected or
rebuilt. Table 8 lists the computed CR for each expert and
scenario. A CR < 0:10 denotes a highly consistent matrix
but, following the experience reported in [44], matrices with
a CR < 0:20 present a tolerable consistency and can also be
accepted. Despite the simplicity of the approach and the

guidelines included in the questionnaire, 7 experts provided
up to 3 or 4 inconsistent matrices. This reveals one of the
interests of the proposal, since it shows that inconsistencies
in the subjective judgement of experts can be detected early
in the analysis process, which provides the opportunity to
fix or discard them and avoid incorrect interpretations later.
Due to experts’ time constraints, and not to burden them
with excessive workload, it was decided that inconsistent
matrices (33 percent) would be discarded and those with a
tolerable consistency would be accepted.

Another important influential aspect is the experts’
familiarity with considered metrics, which is listed in
Table 9. Recall, Precision, and F-measure, with an average
familiarity of 3:6� 1:4, 3:7� 1:2, and 3:2� 1:3, respectively,
are easier to understand and use than Informedness and
Markedness, with an average familiarity of 1:7� 1:1 and
1:7� 1:1, respectively. The declared familiarity with metrics
for experts that provided a consistent pairwise comparison
matrix is used to compute that expert’s contribution to the
consensus priority vector for each scenario. Resulting
weights are listed in Table 9. The judgement of experts E06,
E21, and E05, which declared the highest familiarity with
metrics, will contribute the most to the consensus priority
vector. However, the judgment of experts E04 and E02,
which also declared a high familiarity, will not be taken into
account as all their matrices were inconsistent. The consen-
sus priority vector for each scenario is listed in Table 10.

4.2 Ranking Vulnerability Detection Tools

The data set for this case study is extracted from [14], where 10
different vulnerability detection tools (see Table 5) were ana-
lyzed by using a single metric and a tie-breaker per scenario
(see Table 3). These same data, listed in Table 11, have been
processed by MABRES, using the computed consensus prior-
ity vector for each scenario (see Table 10), to obtain another

Fig. 4. Example of how answers provided by experts directly map to pair-
wise comparison matrices.

TABLE 8
Consistency Ratio (CR) of Pairwise Comparison Matrices for

Each Considered Scenario and Expert

TABLE 9
Experts’ Declared Familiarity With Metrics and Resulting

Weight for the Consensus Priority Vector

aScale 1-5: 1 - Low familiarity, 5 - High familiarity. Empty cells denote incon-
sistent (rejected) matrices.
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ranking that takes into account the judgements of collaborat-
ing experts. The rankings obtained by using the single metric
approach andMABRES are listed in Table 12.

It is important to clarify that our goal is not to corrobo-
rate or redo that previous work, but to use a data set with
highly homogenous values for all metrics (tools VDT01,
VDT02, VDT03, VDT05, and VDT10 consistently rank as the
top 5 tools in all scenarios) to show that including experts’
judgements in the analysis does not contradict but enriches
what previous research dictates.

Recall is the primary metric and Precision the tie-breaker
in the Business-Critical scenario. Experts also agree on the
importance of Recall (weight of 0.58 in the consensus prior-
ity vector), but F-measure and Markedness are given a greater
weight than Precision (it does not act as tie-breaker). How-
ever, benchmarked values are so homogenous among tools
and the weight of Recall is so great, that only VDT07 and
VDT09 exchange their positions (7th and 8th).

In the Heightened-Critical scenario, Informedness is the pri-
mary metric and Recall acts as tie-breaker. Experts agree that
these are the most important metrics but not in this order.
Recall and Informedness are assigned a weight of 0.30 and 0.23
respectively, with F-measure close behind with a weight of
0.22. Even though following different criteria, only VDT06
and VDT09 exchange their positions (6th and 7th). This is also
a result of having highly homogeneous values among tools.

F-measure is the primary metric and Recall the tie-breaker
for the Best Effort scenario. Experts agree on providing F-
measure the greatest weight (0.31), but Informedness and
Marknedness also get a great influence on the final score
(0.22 and 0.21, respectively). Recall, however, presents the
smallest weight and cannot be considered as tie-breaker.
Although these considerations do not affect the ranking of
the top 5 tools, the rest of tools exchange their positions,
with VDT08 scaling from the 10th to the 7th position and
VDT06 sinking from the 6th to the 8th position.

Finally, the Minimum Effort scenario considers Markedness
as primary metric and Precision as tie-breaker. Experts agree
on providing the greatest weights to these metrics, but in
reversed order (0.31 for Precision and 0.27 for Markedness). As
previously commented, this barely affects the final rankings,
and only VDT03 and VDT08, and VDT04 and VDT07,
exchange their respective positions (5th and 6th, 9th and 10th).

Although this does not exhaustively validate the pro-
posal, it is a first best effort towards showing its usefulness.
Section 4.3 will study a data set with greater variability in
values for all metrics to show that by taking into account
the information provided by all these metrics, not just one
of them, may help in taking more informed decisions.

4.3 Ranking Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDS) Tools

IDS tools for SQL injection attacks in web applications aim at
detecting attackers trying to read, alter, or destroy the content
of databases. Since detection rates are also described in terms
ofTP,TN, FP, and FN, then the same set ofmetrics and scenar-
ios can be used to compare and rank these tools. Accordingly,
the consensus priority vector for each scenario is listed in
Table 10 and the discussion from Section 4.2, regarding the
differences between the singlemetric approach andMABRES,
still holds.

Table 13 shows the results obtained from benchmarking
the 11 IDS tools listed in Table 6. This set of tools presents a
greater variability in the values obtained for each metric
and tool than the set considered in the first case study.
IDT10 outperforms the rest of tools when considering Recall,
and IDT01 and IDT09 appear as second options. IDT04,
IDT05, IDT06, and IDT11 get a perfect Precision, with IDT03,
IDT07, and IDT08 close behind. IDT01 is the best alternative
for F-measure, with IDT06 and IDT09 as second options.
These tools (IDT06 and IDT09) are those obtaining the best
Informedness values (despite being quite low). Finally, IDT06
is the best choice from the perspective of Markedness, while

TABLE 10
Consensus Priority Vector for Each Scenario

Weight

Scenario #Experts R P F I M

BC 12 0.58 0.08 0.12 0.14 0.08
HC 13 0.30 0.14 0.22 0.23 0.11
BE 17 0.11 0.15 0.31 0.22 0.21
ME 14 0.07 0.31 0.14 0.21 0.27

TABLE 12
Case Study 1: Single Metric (SM) Versus MABRES

TABLE 11
Benchmark Results From Case Study 1 [14]

Tool R P F I M

VDT01 0.793 1.000 0.885 0.793 0.953
VDT02 0.552 0.923 0.691 0.541 0.825
VDT03 1.000 0.640 0.780 0.864 0.640
VDT04 0.149 0.325 0.205 0.075 0.144
VDT05 0.753 1.000 0.859 0.753 0.903
VDT06 0.323 0.455 0.378 0.156 0.195
VDT07 0.241 0.388 0.297 0.076 0.105
VDT08 0.019 1.000 0.037 0.019 0.702
VDT09 0.241 0.567 0.338 0.161 0.304
VDT10 0.741 1.000 0.851 0.741 0.899
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the rest of tools get a very low value. Both the single metric
(SM) approach and MABRES have been applied to study
the effect of neglecting information from unconsidered met-
rics, and how rankings may vary (see Table 14) when this
information and experts’ judgements are taken into account.

In the Business-Critical scenario both rankings are nearly
identical (only IDT02 and IDT11 exchange the 5th and 6th

position), due to the great weight assigned to Recall.
The first important difference can be observed in the

Heightened-Critical scenario, in which the 1th and 2th ranking
tools (IDT06 and IDT09) exchange their positions. This is
due to the effect of experts providing a greater weight to
Recall than to Informedness and the greater variability in the
results (the tools with greater Informedness are not those also
obtaining a greater Recall). Likewise, IDT11 and IDT01 also
exchange the 4th and 5th positions, and IDT04 falls from the
6th to the 7th position. It is to note that IDT02 climbs up from
the 9th to the 6th position because, although it presents the
second worst Informedness, the rest of metrics contribute to
improve its score. The contrary effect can be observed for
IDT07, which falls from the 8th to the 10th position because
it presents poor results for both Recall and Informedness.

The effect of the joint contribution of all measures is more
pronouned in the Best Effort scenario. Even though experts
agreed on F-measure being the most important metric, the
combined weight of Informedness and Markedness exceeds
that of F-measure. This causes that IDT01, the top tool for the
SM approach, falls downto to the 3th position. Likewise,
IDT02 falls from the 5th to the 8th position. Finally, IDT08
and IDT07 exchange the 9th and 10th position.

This variability is also pronounced in the Minimum Effort
scenario where, although experts assigned a greater weight
to Precision than toMarknedness, the first two tools keep their
positions. However, IDT10 falls down from the 3th to the 6th

position (it presents the 3th best Informedness but with a very
poor value, which is not compensated by the rest of met-
rics), and is replaced by IDT01 (its very poor Informedness is
overcome by the rest of combined metrics), which climbs
up from the 8th position. Likewise, IDT07 drops from the 8th

to the 10th position (very low Recall), and IDT02 climbs up
from the 10th to the 7th position (its very poor informedness is
compensated by the rest of metrics, but not much as it also
presents the worstMarkedness).

These results show how final rankings, and thus the deci-
sion on which are the best tools for a given scenario, may
change according to considered metrics and their relative

weight. Observed differences arise from the judgement of
the set of collaborating experts that, in some cases, does not
match the priorities defined by the single metric approach.
Section 5 will discuss about this proposal and its limitations.

5 DISCUSSION

The analysis of the results drawn from the considered case
study have shown how the proposed methodology can be
useful to take into account the information provided by all
considered metrics when benchmarking security tools. The
proposal relies on the expertise of a set of multidisciplinary
experts, which is a must nowadays when considering the
integration of more complex and heterogenous systems,
like Internet of Things and cyberphysical systems. This sec-
tion discusses several questions and limitations that can
come to the mind of users about the applicability of this
approach.

5.1 Why Should I Use This Approach?

Current benchmarking procedures for security tools based on
binary classifiers offer a simple way to compare alternative
solutions for different scenarios. Just onemetric, fromall those
that can be derived from a confusion matrix (at least 14 were
identified in [14]), is considered sufficient to rank target tools.
This approach is widely accepted, as it makes the decision
process very straightforward and easy to understand. Never-
theless, this oversimplification may counterbalance its bene-
fits. For example, Table 11 shows that all vulnerabilities
detected by VDT08 are correctly classified, so it has a perfect
Precision (1.00). However, this same tool presents a very low
Recall (0.019), so it only detects a 2 percent of existing vulner-
abilities. Accordingly, even thoughVDT08 is useless, it would
be the selected alternative if Precision was considered as the
singlemetric to rank the tools.

TABLE 13
Benchmark Results From Case Study 2

Tool R P F I M

IDT01 0.790 0.876 0.831 0.275 0.210
IDT02 0.350 0.862 0.498 0.091 0.059
IDT03 0.275 0.993 0.431 0.266 0.221
IDT04 0.193 1.000 0.324 0.193 0.211
IDT05 0.089 1.000 0.163 0.089 0.192
IDT06 0.538 1.000 0.700 0.538 0.795
IDT07 0.162 0.966 0.277 0.135 0.167
IDT08 0.180 0.940 0.302 0.127 0.140
IDT09 0.794 0.615 0.693 0.517 0.478
IDT10 0.882 0.493 0.633 0.377 0.376
IDT11 0.293 1.000 0.453 0.293 0.327

TABLE 14
Case study 2: Single Metric (SM) Versus MABRES
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This is why, in the dependability/security benchmarking
domain, researchers usually require several different met-
rics to obtain a holistic view of the system’s capabilities and
draw better informed conclusions. Obviously, this process
is more complex and cumbersome, in direct conflict with
industry needs in terms of simplicity.

Our proposal offers an alternative to deal with this dichot-
omy between the points of view of academy and industry. On
the one hand, the decision making process can be enriched by
considering that any number of metrics can contribute to the
final score of each target. Final weights are determined from
the aggregation of each expert’s judgement, so scores can be
analysed and tracked back to the values of each metric, thus
leading to better informed decisions. On the other hand, tar-
gets are ranked according to a single score, thus keeping the
decision making process simple. In fact, the underlying com-
plexity of this approach is hidden from benchmark users, as it
resides in how this score is computed and not in how it is
interpreted.

Even though this proposal has the potential to satisfy both
academy and industry requirements, its internal complexity
may prevent its adoption by the community, because relying
on a complex non-familiar procedure instead of following the
common and well-understood (although imperfect) path is
not easy. However, the adoption of this type of approaches
seems unavoidable in the near future, as systems will only be
useful if secure and the evaluation of such securitywill require
the intervention of multiple experts (due to the intrinsic com-
plexity of solutions) and the consideration of the economical,
functional and non-functional requirements imposed by each
context of use.

5.2 Can You Prove That This Approach is Better?

Any existing methodology to rank security tools taking into
account several metrics, including the Single Metric (plus tie-
breaker) approach and the proposed one (MABRES), can be
considered as a multiple-criteria decision making (MCDM)
approach. Hence, according to [45], “it is impossible to deter-
mine precisely the best decision-making method, for to do so one
needs to use the best decision-makingmethod!”

Although no actual proof can be provided to demon-
strate that one approach is better than the other, we would
like to highlight that MABRES is backed by investigation in
the operational research domain, like the Analytic Hierar-
chy Process (AHP) [21], the aggregation of individual judge-
ment [32], and WSM [45]. The proposed methodology scales
to support any number of metrics, any number of experts,
and any MCDM.

Furthermore, the judgement of more experts can be inte-
grated into the procedure as soon as they are available. The
resulting consensus priority vector can be automatically
updated and rankings recomputed (a simple script can take
charge of the whole process). This enables the expansion of
the experts’ knowledge database when more collaborators
are willing to contribute.

We would like to remark that the Single Metric appro-
ach [14] was defined by their authors just solely based on its
own expertise and it was validated by just 6 experts, whereas
21 experts participated in this work. Obviously, this does not
invalidate the Single Metric approach which, as it has been

previously discussed, constitutes a really simple and well
understood approach, but the proposal presented in this
work has the potential to overcome that simplicity in
exchange for greater flexibility and expressiveness.

5.3 Are Results Trustworthy?

Obtained rankings are a direct result of experts’ pairwise
comparison matrices and their declared familiarity with
considered metrics. This means that the subjective judge-
ment of experts will obviously affect the final ranking. How-
ever, there are different elements that can be used to limit
that effect.

The Consistency Ratio (CR) of pairwise comparison matri-
ces have been checked to prevent inconsistent matrices
from being used to compute the consensus priority vector.
Although we have opted to include all those matrices with
a tolerable consistency (CR < 0:20), a stricter threshold can
be considered (CR < 0:10) to accept only highly consistent
matrices. Experts may be asked to rebuild inconsistent
matrices. It must be noted that pairwise comparisons can be
highly consistent but completely wrong (an expert may con-
sistently declare that Precision is extremely more important
than all the other metrics for a given scenario, even though
it is obviously not true). Although this issue cannot be pre-
vented, it should rarely occur as experts must be selected
due to their expertise in the considered domain.

The familiarity of expertswithmetrics is taken into account
to compute each expert’s contribution to the consensus prior-
ity vector. Other factors can also be integrated into this
approach to limit the influence of false experts. For instance,
experts in metrology, benchmarking, and security partici-
pated in this work, but not all were experts in all three
domains. Only their familiarity with the metrics was consid-
ered, as it was our primary concern, but also their familiarity
with the four considered scenarios or their domain of exper-
tise could have been included in the questionnaire.

5.4 You Have Your Experts and I Have Mine

As previously discussed, resulting rankings completely
depend on the subjective judgement of experts. Thus, differ-
ent sets of experts (with different domains of expertise or cur-
rents of thought) may lead to different consensus priority
vectors and then different (andmaybe conflicting) rankings.

This does not mean that results are not reproducible, as
rankings are computed following a precise mathematical
process which draws the same conclusions from the same
input data. However, changing the input data (which
includes pairwise comparison matrices) may lead to differ-
ent conclusions. Accordingly, in order for researchers to be
able to share and compare results, it would be advisable to
also share all the information provide by experts, including
pairwise comparison matrices and considered factors.

It must be noted that this work focuses on defining an
approach to consider a set of metrics to benchmark security
tools, rather than determining the exact weight that denote
the contribution of each metric towards the score for each
tool. The considered case study obtained a consensus prior-
ity vector for each scenario thanks to the collaboration of 21
researchers that acted as experts, but a different set of experts
may agree on different weights. This does not invalidate the
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proposal, as it is finally amatter of acceptance by the commu-
nity who should adopt similar approaches and define a set of
experts, that could be periodically increased, to obtain
weights for different kind of tools and scenarios.

6 CONCLUSION

Benchmarking security tools is a process of prime impor-
tance not only to determine the most suitable tool for a
given application domain or context of use, but also to
assess the effectiveness of any improvement deployed on
existing tools. A large set of different metrics have stemmed
from reported results in terms of true/false positives/nega-
tives. These metrics are supposed to help benchmark users
in better understanding the particular capabilities of each
tool and, thus, reach a better decision. The truth is that, in
practice, having to ponder and balance so many metrics,
usually with conflicting goals, leads to multiple-objective
optimization problems that are difficult to solve without
any explicit guidelines. Accordingly, existing approaches
usually opt to oversimplify the problem by considering just
a single metric for each application scenario. Although this
is an accepted practice by the industry, it is also understood
that the final decision may be biased by not considering all
the subtleties accounted by the rest of neglected metrics.

This paper has proposed a novel and fully automated
approach, backed by investigation in the operational research
domain, to alleviate the problem of simultaneously consider-
ing the contribution of all existing metrics towards the selec-
tion of the best security tool for a given application scenario.
This approach relies on experts to judge the relative impor-
tance of each pair of metrics for each scenario. This process
results in the quantification of the contribution of each metric
to the particular requirements of the selected scenario. Expert’s
individual judgements can also be weighed according to their
familiarity with considered metrics and application scenarios,
thus enabling the collaboration of multidisciplibary experts to
deal with the requirements of modern complex systems. The
result of this whole process is a single score for each target tool
that can be used for ranking and selection purposes.

Accordingly, this approach not only simplifies the deci-
sion process for benchmark users by considering a single
score, but also allows for a better informed decision as the
contribution of all considered metrics towards the scenario
requirements is taken into account. Any bias that could be
introduced by subjective judgements is minimized by con-
sidering the expertise of participants before reaching an
agreement, and errors due to human intervention are also
minimized by rejecting inconsistent comparisons.

Future work relates to the use of expert systems and
machine learning algorithms to complement in the medium
term, and replace in the long term, thework currently assumed
by human experts.
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